
Intro to Sweek
Dear reader, welcome to Sweek!"
"
Sweek is a mobile platform which allows anyone to read, write and share stories. All 
over the world. In an instant. For free. The world of reading and writing is changing 
rapidly, especially powered by the recent technological developments. Consuming 
stories is becoming instant, social and mobile. Sweek embodies these new trends, 
uniting readers and writers. We want to provide writers with the opportunity to write 
their story, chapter by chapter, reach out to their audiences and get noticed. Our 
readers can always find new authors to explore, interact with them and follow their 
favourite stories on Sweek. We believe that communication and creating your own 
reading community are at the heart of the modern writing process. "
"
Sweek is available for Android - with reading and writing functionality, both for 
smartphones and tablets - and in July 2016 for iOS as well. There is also a Sweek web 
platform on which you can easily upload and write stories. Sweek is already available in 
10 languages at launch, with publication of stories possible in over 60. "
"
In the next few pages we will tell you more about Sweek, the vision, the people behind 
the company and much more. "
"
Yours, "
The Sweek team
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Sweek is a mobile platform which allows 
anyone to read, write and share stories. All 
over the world. In an instant. For free.  
 
Read

•  Whether you are looking to discover 
upcoming writers, follow well-known authors 
or catch up with the classics, you can find 
stories interesting for you on Sweek. For free! 
Browse our lists like Popular and Top authors 
or search for stories per category.

•  Choose from thousands of stories in various 
languages.

•  Read stories in a clean reading interface and 
set your reading preferences. 

•  Save stories to your library to read them later, 
even offline. Your reading progress will always 
be saved on Sweek. On any of your devices, 
be it a smartphone, a tablet or your 
computer.
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Follow your favorite 
authors

What is Sweek?
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What is Sweek?
Write

! Publish your stories in an instant, even on the
go or offline.

! Have your writing progress synchronized on
any of your devices and edit stories whenever
you want.

! Build your loyal fan base and follow statistics
on your stories: we’ll notify your Sweek
followers instantly when you’ve uploaded a
new story or a chapter. See your reads, likes
and followers increase. "


Share

! Tell your friends about new stories on Sweek
via your social media channels, easily share
new ideas with the like-minded community.

! Show appreciation for writers by liking their
stories, following them and giving your
feedback., be it a smartphone, a tablet or
your computer.

Say hello to new 
fans
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The Sweek vision
Our mission statement 
‘Sweek stimulates community based writing and reading on a global scale by 
enabling everybody to easily publish, read and share stories with the world at no 
cost. By providing mobile and online reading, Sweek contributes to a more 
sustainable future.’ "
"
Mobile revolution and new reading trends 
The new generation is reading more and more on mobile phones: people always 
carry their smartphone with them, have internet access 24/7 and tend to read no 
less than older generations. They just read in a different way: reading behavior is 
shifting towards shorter stories and sequels, and sharing them with friends and 
family. We saw a need for a platform that would facilitate these trends, and that is 
why Sweek was born."
"
We envision a world where readers can find stories they like everywhere, anytime 
and where they feel they are in direct contact with their favorite authors and are 
part of the writing process. Compared to the current situation, in which reading is 
a solitary activity and the author doesn’t know who his readers are, this 
fundamentally changes the nature of reading and writing. 

Read anywhere and 
anytime
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The Sweek vision
We’re expecting a lot of short stories, but also that many ‘traditional’ books will 
be published on Sweek and will be chapter driven or serialized. These stories can 
build up the interest of readers and have potential to become the talk of the 
town, gaining a massive amount of followers. "
"
Sweek fits the current on-the-go lifestyle: thousands of stories fit in your pocket 
and you can read and write both online and offline. We strongly believe that 
people from all over the world - wherever they are - should have access to 
reading. "
"
Everyone should be able to share their story and have the possibility to get 
noticed, be it a famous or an aspiring author. We believe that the new rockstars 
of writing will come  from mobile publishing and we would like to welcome them 
on Sweek. 


Discover famous and 
upcoming authors
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History of Sweek

Where will your story 
take you?

Sweek was incubated by Mybestseller, the European market leader in self-
publishing. The founders of Mybestseller saw an opportunity in the rising trend of 
mobile publishing. Key were changing reading habits, serialization of content and 
short stories. After some research and deliberation, the Sweek concept was 
born!"
"
In September 2015, Sweek was formally established. Since then the team grew 
considerably  and now consists of 14 members, about whom you can read more 
in the following section."
"
Now, in June 2016, Sweek launches to the public! 
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The Sweekers
Starting with the co-founders (whose stories you can read below), the team has 
been rapidly growing in the past year, and currently we are a team of 14 Sweekers. 
Having different backgrounds, be it business, IT or publishing, we are all dedicated 
to making Sweek the next chapter in publishing. The ‘Sweek Team’ works both from 
our offices in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and Oradea, Romania. Meet the team 
members below!

"
Veronika’s Story - With the codename of V, Veronika is a reading fanatic and a real 
traveler. She started her adventure in Russia (her home country), continuing in Malta, the 
Czech Republic, Canada, and for the last four years, the Netherlands. With a 
background in Business Information Management and International Business 
Administration, she is taking care of the business development for Sweek. 

"
Sabine’s Story - Passionate about implementing new ideas, with a big love for what is 
digital, she completed her MSc. in  Business Information Management. In the team she 
is the marketing & community management wizard when it comes to spreading the 
word about Sweek. And psst, she also likes to write stories on Sweek!

"
Peter Paul’s Story - Peter Paul van Bekkum is the CEO (Chief Everything Officer) of 
both Mybestseller and Sweek and has a broad experience and knowledge when it 
comes to entrepreneurship and the publishing industry. He is the former managing 
director of Wegener ICT and regional daily newspapers. 
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The Sweekers
In addition to the co-founders, we have Jan and Remco, who also developed 
Mybestseller's platform, working on the architecture and back-end development of 
Sweek. Jan and Remco make a great team and have been colleagues and best friends 
for decades. Jan is known for his expression: long story short. Very applicable to 
Sweek! "
"
Next to them, we have our international team members in Rotterdam helping us make 
Sweek a success globally: Andrés is responsible for the Spanish speaking market, 
Andrea works for the Italian market, Catalina is responsible for building presence in 
France, Ceyda focuses on Turkey and Monika takes care of social media and 
campaigns."
"
The rest of the Sweek team works from Romania. Camelia – but we call her Cami – 
develops the frontend of the Android app. She is amazing at what she does, no further 
intro needed. Alex and Andrei are building the iOS app, which we can’t wait to present 
to you on a short notice. Marius, famous for his diverse interests including salsa and 
football, is responsible for the web-based part of Sweek. Tibor has a role of  a Scrum 
master, who ensures the project is carried smoothly and in an agile manner. Darius and 
Zsolt are responsible for the UX/UI design of Sweek. Those are the guys to thank for 
the sleek design of Sweek. "
"
Together, our team is on a mission to revolutionize the way people read and write!
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Publishing perspectives
By introducing Sweek, Mybestseller offers publishers a comprehensive 
proposition and innovative tools for self-publishing and mobile publishing that can 
be easily integrated in their strategy in the fast changing publishing world. We’re 
looking to create synergies between traditional, mobile and self-publishing."
"
Marketing tool for established authors
Sweek is there for everyone, also for established authors. We see Sweek as the 
ideal marketing tool for top authors and traditional publishers. By sharing exciting 
content on Sweek, authors create a loyal fanbase, including digital natives. This 
fanbase is best used when the new book is traditionally published, by for 
instance putting the first chapter(s) on Sweek and including a link to buy it. The 
author reaches a new - inaccessible earlier - audience, who gets immediately 
notified whenever a new chapter has been published, and thus stimulates book 
sales. The author and publisher can also decide on the sales channel.

The smartphone 
generation
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Benefits for publishers
Next to directly increasing sales via the marketing tool, publishers can benefit in 
other ways from using Sweek. Big data is very important to publishers, as it gives 
insight in reading behavior and trends, and in the reader demographics of their 
writers. Publishers can also use Sweek to scout upcoming writers with a large 
online follower base, who have already proven themselves: the new rockstars of 
writing will arise from mobile publishing."
"
Sweek self-publishing
Next to our Sweek mobile publishing platform, we offer our users the opportunity 
to publish their paperbacks or e-books via Sweek self-publishing. For free. Our 
state-of-the-art publishing platform enables any author to easily publish, promote 
and sell books. We offer all relevant sales channels and a variety of additional 
services. The best thing is, there are no costs upfront and authors receive a 
royalty per sold copy. Even though stories are available for free on Sweek, we are 
convinced that fans would love to have an e-book or a printed copy.





Publishing perspectives

New rockstars of 
writing



Or download the Sweek app to start reading and writing!

You can download our visuals such as logos, screenshots and more to use for 
articles or other publications. Don’t hesitate to contact us for more 
information or interviews.
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Connect with us
If you want to read more about our Sweek story, just check out the Sweek 
blog.

Or follow us on social media! Our Instagram and Twitter content is also 
published in French, German, Italian, Spanish and Turkish. Just look for 
Sweek + the name of the country.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8PJVwg25oH4djNwaFliNE1SZjg
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sweek.sweekandroid&hl=nl
http://www.facebook.com/sweekstories
http://www.twitter.com/SweekStories
http://www.instagram.com/sweekstories
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1SWqJylresnv0RUCdWeFrA
https://nl.pinterest.com/sweekstories/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/101753193938022690518/101753193938022690518/about/p/pub
http://www.linkedin.com/company/sweek-com
http://www.sweek.nl/the-sweek-story/

